
‘Nowadays artistic labour is turning into wage labour while the problem is, of  
course, how to liberate human activity in general from the form of  wage labour.’ 
-Virno

‘Why choose betWeen art and life?’ many recent artists have 
asked themselves. Fed up, they decide that sharing a meal with friends is 
art, making sure to take pictures to sell later. They sleep in a gallery for a 
month. They work at an office. They let their hair grow long. They even 
do nothing at all. 

These so-called fusions between art and life only serve to uphold 
the split. Never ‘immaterial,’ they are simply boring celebrations of  the 
valorisation of  everything. 

Even under this totalization, the split between art and life continues 
to police creative force. This binary is not natural. It’s a product of  the 
whole organization of  social life into a series of  separations by the needs of  
the economy. The individual experience of  this problem is found through 
the subjectification posed by art schools – creative assembly lines where 
the most prized, and reproducible, artistic product is the artist herself.  

Our occupation of  the Fine Arts auditorium has the potential to 
create a zone of  true play between art and life. It’s clear that what’s at 
stake is no longer the simple ‘fusion’ of  art and life, but a collectivized 
negation of  the conditions that allow these categories to exist at all. 
To do this, we demand that the Art curriculum consist entirely of  the 
‘construction of  situations,’ which need not completely do away with the 
plastic arts (barricade building, perfecting hand-styles etc). 

FOR A NEW CURRICULUM IN ART EDUCATION

 ‘Our Struggle Cannot Be Hung On Walls’
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‘It is a moment in life, concretely and deliberately constructed through the collective 
organization of  a unified milieu and through a play of  events. Nothing would be more 
misleading, however, than to think the situation as a privileged or exceptional moment 
in the sense of  aestheticism. The situation is neither the becoming-art of  life nor the 
becoming-life of  art. We can comprehend its true nature only if  we locate it historically 
in its proper place: that is, after the end and self-destruction of  art, and after the 
passage of  life through the trial of  nihilism. The “Northwest passage of  the geography 
of  the true life” is a point of  indifference between life and art, where both undergo a 
decisive metamorphosis simultaneously.’
 - Giorgio Agamben

Until the School of  Fine Arts accepts a finished version of  the curriculum 
for constructing situations, we will continue to create illegal laboratories 
in order to better perfect it. 

-An Art gAng for the destruction of Art And overturning of life

but just What is a constructed situation? 
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